
5.1-channel home theater speaker system
HKTS 60

Specifications

High-end home entertainment solutions
Excellence in sonic performance
Elegant design
5.1-channel sound
200W powered 8" subwoofer
Two-way loudspeakers with flat-panel midrange drivers
Video-shielded
Wall brackets

5.1-channel speaker package takes your movies one 
step closer to reality. Dual flat-panel midrange drivers 
in the satellite and center speakers reduce distortion 
and unwanted reflections, so movie dialogue, music and 
sound effects sound clear and realistic. The 200-watt 
subwoofer is powerful enough to bring you right into the 
film’s action, yet it is compact and unobtrusive enough to 
fit just about anywhere.

Highlights

The Harman Kardon® HKTS 60 Key Specifications
Satellites and center impedance: 8 ohms;     π
SPL @ 1 watt/meter: 86dB
System frequency response: 35Hz – 20kHz;    π
recommended amplifier power: 10W – 120W
Dimensions (H x W x D) and weight –     π
satellites (base included): 11-25/32" x 4-11/32" x 
3-15/32", 3.41lb; center: 4-11/32" x 10-11/32" x 
3-15/32", 3.3lb; subwoofer: 13-29/32" x 10-1/2" x 
10-1/2", 19.8lb

 Depth measurement includes knobs, buttons and 
terminal connections, unless stated otherwise; height 
measurement includes feet and chassis, unless stated 
otherwise.
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5.1-channel home theater speaker system

Power
Recommended amplifier power: 10W – 120W  π
Four identical, video-shielded, 2-1/2-way dual-driver   π
satellites and matching center speaker, with two  
3" honeycomb flat-diaphragm midrange drivers and a 1" 
aluminum dome tweeter 
200-watt, sealed powered subwoofer with an 8" driver  π
Improved sound power and system directivity due to the use   π
of a two-way crossover network and flat-baffle, honeycomb 
drivers with a carbon-fiber skin

Connectivity
Equipped with a special LFE (low-frequency effects)   π
input that simplifies connection to receivers and preamp/
processors with dedicated subwoofer outputs that carry 
low-frequency signals
Line-level inputs  π

Ease of Use
All of the cables included to connect all of the speakers to   π
your receiver or preamp/processor and amplifier
Phase switch for fine-tuning bass response to suit your   π
listening environment and taste
Removable bases and wall-mount brackets for the satellite   π
speakers and a wall-mount bracket for the center speaker
Music-sense trigger to sense the presence of an audio   π
signal and switch the subwoofer from Standby mode to  
On automatically
Level control to increase or decrease the subwoofer’s   π
volume level
Bass-boost switch to enhance the subwoofer’s low-  π
frequency performance
Optional HTFS 3 floor stand available  π
Subwoofer trigger input  π
High-quality push terminals for easy loudspeaker wire   π
connections

Features

HKTS 60


